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This thesis is a study about pragmatic study on utterance used by a teacher 
to motivate students. The objectives of the study are to obtain description about the 
utterance used by teacher to motivate student, the means of the teachers utterance  
motivation and the benefits of the teacher’s motivation for the student.   
This thesis is a descriptive qualitative method. It is concerned with utterance 
motivation found in the teaching learning process. The researcher got data from the 
teacher’s utterance in form of sentences. The purpose from researcher is describing 
about utterance motivation that teacher used in teaching learning activity and 
appropriate with the object of this research. The researcher makes result of the 
research. He collects the data, classifies the data, analysis the data, and make 
conclusion with the Moslow’s need theory. 
 
After the data were analyzed, the finding of the study that the utterances  
used by teacher to motivate student at the eighth grade student of MTsN 
Gondangrejo has 10 motivation. The teacher has three activities in his learning, they 
are exploration, elaboration, and confirmation. There is one motivation in the 
teacher’s exploration activity, seven motivations in the teacher’s elaboration 
activity, and two motivations in the teacher’s confirmation activity. The means of 
the teacher utterances is make students enjoy when they are learning. The teacher’s 
motivation has some benefits for the students. They are encourages the emergence 
of behavior or deeds, motivation serves as a guide, and serves as driver.  . 
.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Communication is one of people’s basic need. Communication used to fulfill 
their daily needs. Communication is very important for each aspect of human life, 
because the basic necessity of human is a social relationship . it can be said that life will 
be meaningless without communication. 
People interact and communicate with others by using language. Every people 
use language to express their thought, ideas , and felling. Language helps people to have 
interaction and communication with others, so they able to tell and describe what they 
think and fell. Kreidler (1983:176) said that people use language for many purposes. 
People tell others what they know or think they know, they express their feelings, ask 
questions, make request, protest, criticize, insult, apologize, promise, thank, say hello , 
and goodbay. Language seems to have as many different functions as there are 
occasions for using language, but for all the apparent diversity the basic uses of 
language are rather limited. 
People make communication since they are part of a society, to make social 
interaction and to be part of relationship. To achieve the purpose of communication, at 
least there must be speakers and hearers. It will be successful if both the speakers and 
the hearers are capable to express and deliver their thoughts, feelings and desire each 
other. In Expression those are people do not only produce utterances containing 
grammatical structures and words, they performing action via those utterances. Action 
performed via utterances are generally called speech act (Yule, 1996:47). People 
perform utterances when they offer a motivation, apology, complaint, greeting, request, 
 
 
 
refusal, compliment, etc. generally, the speaker has certain purpose when talking to the 
hearer and the hearer will try to understand what the speaker has talked. In 
understanding the speaker’s purpose, the hearer usually assisted by the context of 
situation around them in which the utterances performed.  
The hearer sometimes does not understand the meaning of the utterances. It is 
caused miscommunication between the speaker and the hearer. This phenomenon is 
called pragmatics phenomenon. Kreidler (1983:181) explains that whenever one person 
speaks another, the speaker has some intention in producing the utterance and the 
addressee interprets the utterance. In spite of occasional misunderstanduings the 
hearer’s interpretation often does match the speakers intention, even when the speakers 
is joking or being sarcastic. He adds if the form of an utterance does not necessarily 
coincide with the intended function, hoe does the herer correctly know what the 
speaker’s intention is even recognizing the speaker’s humorous utterance and the 
sarcastic ones? The simple answer is that they know each other. They share a common 
background, and they are aware of sharing the common background. They may argue, 
insult each other, use profanity and obscenities, speak with exaggeration or 
understatement, so long as they are both used to communicating in this fashion. 
Speakers are less likely to use sarcasm and humor with strangers than with those who 
know them well, their utterances are more likely to be straightfoward and to follow the 
norms for politeness, and they are ready to rephrase their messages whenever they see 
that misunderstanding has occurred. The speakers wants to be understood and the 
addressee want to understand. 
Language is important to develop our intellectual, social, emotional aspects and 
to determine success in studying all subject matters. It helps the students to reflect their 
experiences to show their idea and feelings and to understand many kinds of meanings. 
English is one of many kinds of languages that we learned. English is choosen as the 
first foreign language to learned by students in both formal and informal . It is included 
 
 
in the curriculum as a compulsory subject for the Junior and Senior High School. 
Although in Elementary school it is given only as a local subject, but it is also important 
role to preparing the students to continue their study to the next stage of education. 
           In learning English there are four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing).  Teaching English in junior high school is intended to develop the student 
communicative competence which is emphasized on the form of language skills 
covering listening, speaking, reading, and writing. While speaking and writing are 
called productive skill because when people do it, they need the ability to produce 
written or spoken language (Harmer, 1998: 44).  
In learning English not only just four skills that we can study, there are subject 
in learning English, like a semantic, pragmatic, sociology and etc. Now we are focus 
on pragmatic.  Pragmatics is the study of now language is used to communicate. 
Siobhan (2000:13) states that pragmatics is sometimes defined as being the study of 
language in use or language, in context: or pragmatics is often contrasted with 
semantics which is study of purely linguistic meaning.  
Students’ learning motivation cannot be separated from teaching learning 
process and finally it influences the teaching learning it self  in this case achievement. 
This is supported by Ur (1996 : 274) that various studies have found that motivation is 
very strongly related to achievement in language learning. Motivation is essential for 
teaching and learning process. it is a crucial factor that determines students’ willingness 
to engage in lesson and learning activities and their reason for doing so.  
Motivation also becomes the determinant factor that explains the success and 
the failure of learning. There is statement that “There can be no doubt that motivation 
plays a vital part in most students success or failure as language learners“ (Harmer, 
1998:4). This statement supported by Brown’s opinion (1994:152) stating that 
 
 
motivation is probably the most frequently used catch all of them for explaining the 
success and the failure of any complex task. He also claims that someone’s success in 
task due to the fact that he or she is motive. 
The teacher can facilitate motivation by helping student by identify short-term 
goal and reflect on their progress and achievement. For example, teacher  can provide 
student’s with self assessment checklists to identify skill strengths and weaknesses, 
weekly checklists  to track their progress on meeting a learning goal, and self reflection 
tool to help learner build autonomy  and take charge of their learning. (Marsal, 2002). 
Resent research look at how instructional context also effect motivation. A 
student’s’ motivation may vary from day to day and even from ask to ask (Dornyei& 
Kormos,2002). Using varied can challenging instructional content 
(Dornyei&Csizer,1998). Research examining how to improve student’s motivation 
suggest that social factors (e.g group dynamic, learning environment, and a partner 
motivation) affect a learner’s attitude, effort, classroom behavior , and achievement 
(Dornyei, 2002b).  
Therefore, teacher should create an environment that is conducive to learning 
by encouraging group cohesion in the classroom. Pair and group work activities can 
provide learner with opportunities to share information and build a sense of community 
(Florez& Burt, 2001) 
MTsN Gondangrejo is one of favorite Islamic schools in Karanganyar. As one 
of favorite Islamic school MTsN Gondangrejo has a standard in teaching the student. 
MTsN Gondangrejo notice that English as one of the following standard. A teacher is 
an example for the student. The quality of the teachers can be looked at their language. 
Teachers are subject on teaching and learning process. When the teachers 
deliver the material, they certain make interaction with their students. Interaction is 
 
 
needed in the classroom because without it, transferring the material from teacher to 
students it cannot run smoothly. interaction happens when there is relation and 
transferring idea between one people to other people. In the interaction, they are 
motivation used by the teacher delivering the material to the students. 
In the school activity teacher have to able to give the emboldening or motivate 
to the students so that created the aim of study. Based on the reasons, the writer 
proposes this research proposal entitled “PRAGMATICS STUDY ON UTTERANCE 
USED BY A TEACHER TO MOTIVATE STUDENTS”. 
B. Limitation of the problem 
The researcher limits the study about how to teacher can motivate student to 
develop for the students of MTsN Gondangrejo. In this research, the researcher focused 
about the material in English learning. The researcher choose English subject in Eight 
grade at MTsN Gondangrejo, because there are many fasilities that can use to be media 
teaching.  The researcher choose  one class from eight class, that is class eight H 
because this class should be given more attention in English learning. The researcher 
will be focused on analyzing are utterance used by teacher to motivate student, than to 
know the means by teacher’s utterances, and the benefits teacher’s motivate for student 
in English learning .    . 
C. Formulation of the Problem 
In this study the writer analysis the teacher utterance using pragmatic approach 
based on the problems as follows: 
1. What are utterances used by teacher to motivate students? 
2. What does the teacher means by those utterances? 
3. What are the benefits teacher’s motivate for student in English learning? 
D. Objective of the Study 
 
 
The Objectives that will be obtained in this research are : 
1. To describe what are the utterances used by teacher to motivate student 
2. To know the means by teacher’s utterance  
3. To know benefits teacher’s motivate for student in English learning. 
E. Benefit of the study 
The research is expected to give some benefits to the readers, the student of 
English department, the students, and the other researchers. 
1. To readers, it is expected that this research will give more information about 
linguistic 
2. To student of English department , it is expected that this research will give such 
deep understanding of pragmatic. 
3. For the students, it is expected that the result of this research can give some 
advantages for students a higher motivation in learning English and to have 
appropriate behavioral change during the teaching learning process. 
4. To other researcher , it is expected that this research can be used as an additional 
reference in learning pragmatic. 
G.     Definition Of key Term 
1. Pragmatic  
               Parker (1980:11) defines that pragmatics is the study of now language is used 
to  communicate 
       2. Motivation         : 
           Brophy (1998:3) says that motivation refers to students subjective 
experience, especially  their  willingness  to  engage in lessons and learning 
activities and  their  reasons  for  doing  so.  Another definition is put forward by 
Weiner (in Elliot et al, 2000:332) defines  that  motivation is an internal state that 
 
 
arouses   us to action,  pushes us in particular  direction,  and keep us engaged in 
certain  activities 
       3.Speech act 
          Yule (1996:47) speech act is an action performed by the use of utterance to   
          Communicate. 
                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Review on pragmatic Study 
1.  Pragmatic 
There many definition of pragmatic, parker (1980:11) defines that 
pragmatics is the study of now language is used to communicate. Pragmatics 
is distinct from grammar. Which is the study of internal structure language( 
Grammar is generally divided into a number of particular areas of study, 
semantics, syntax, morphology and phonology) Siobhan (2000:13) states that 
pragmatics is sometimes defined as being the study of language in use or 
language, in context: or pragmatics is often contrasted with semantics which 
is study of purely linguistic meaning. Sevinson  (1983:9) defines pragmatics 
as study of relation between language and context that are grammaticalzed or 
include in the study of the relationship between form and language used.  
Pragmatics is waste-basket of linguistics (May, 1993: 14-15), when 
people learn language they are supposed to come to conclusion , that is 
language is not only the sequence of words orderly—arranged to be set correct 
sentences, and then there are  set up in meaningful paragraph, but more than 
fact, it really does with the users. The conclusion , however, is taken because 
there is a bundle of language phenomena, which can not be matched into 
linguistic theories a normal explanations of linguistics, but in fact, it is 
acceptable as intelligible communication . that is why, pragmatics then comes 
up as the waste –basket of linguistics. 
2. Definition of Pragmatics  
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Human being are the sophisticated user of language.  when they do 
with language , anything can happen. May (1993:36) states that” one can 
consider ’language use’ to be what happens when user, whenever language 
discussed’. One linguistic expression.  Like one said “ today is disaster” is, 
indeed, questionable expression. A thousand of meanings can be applied 
behind it. Losing money, getting anger, failure in an exam, death, the like are 
very much possible to be expressed on the words ”Today is disaster” . Based 
on the fact, pragmatics can be defined as the study of the speaker meaning. 
Leech (1983:6) states that pragmatics can be usefully defined as the 
study of how the utterance have meanings in situation. Furthermore , Yule 
(1996:3) states that pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. When 
people doing communication they sometime do not convey the real meaning 
of their utterances. That is why context need to be consider first in interpreting 
utterances, it is used to lessen miscommunication between participant. 
Pragmatic according to Levinson (1985:21) is the study of the relation 
between language and context that are basic to an account of language 
understanding. He also state that pragmatics is the study of relation between 
language and context that are grammaticalyzed or encoded in the structure of 
a language (1985:9) in studying language, one cannot ignore the situation 
which is the speech is uttered there is close relation between an utterance and 
situations. 
Meanwhile (1993:6) states that pragmatics is the study about the use of 
the language, which is determined by social content. He said that pragmatics 
is the study of the conditions of human language uses as there are determined 
by the context society. 
 
 
Leech (1993:6) defines that pragmatics is the study of meaning in 
relation to speech situation from that definition, it can be concluded that 
pragmatics in many ways, pragmatics is the study of relation between 
language and context that is basic account of language understanding 
(leech,1983:10) 
Yule (1996:3) suggests “ pragmatics is the study of how more gets 
communicated then is said”. Very often , what people communicate is 
different from what they say. When people come in a conversation, they are 
conventionally tied by rule of play, namely how to be cooperative speaker. 
The example below  may be interesting to present to see how people really 
communicate. 
             Parent : someone has eaten the icing off the cake 
             Child    : it wasn’t me. 
               (with rising falling intonation on the word me) (1993:69). 
At a glance, what the child said is irrelevant. Yet, everyone is supposed 
to agree that such a conversation is an intelligible communication. It can be 
seen from the effort of the child to be cooperative by replaying “it wasn’t me” 
as an answer of what the parent actually implied behind the word someone. 
Therefore, pragmatics is what is communicated and not what is said or it is 
more preferable to define pragmatics as the study of language use in 
communication. 
It, however, is not complete yet unless context is put into the pragmatic 
definition. To interpret language, another than the user, context has big s role 
as well. The role of context hrere tends to broaden the possibilities of speaker 
 
 
meanings. A fourteen-year old daughter left her books scattered on the table 
in the living room. Her mother, than , saw them and called her and said,” 
whose are the books?”. As a cooperative speaker , certainly, she did not only 
replay “it’s mine “, but more than answer, she soon took and put them in the 
bookshelf. In conclusion, the context of situation is one of aspects which lead 
her to come to such an understanding. Based on the fact, pragmatics can be 
defined as the study of inter-relation between language structure and context 
which are grammaticalized , or encoded in the structure of language.  
From the definitions it is absolutely favorable to make complementary 
conclusion , that is , pragmatics is the study of language used in the real word 
of communication and how it is interpreted by virtue of context and the user. 
 
 
3. The Concept  of Pragmatics 
  When a person listen to one’s utterance is communication process, 
she must not only understand what the meaning of the sentence and the words 
of speakers, but also she must understand what the purposes of speaker , in 
understanding its meaning , the hearer must pay attention to context when the 
utterance as pointed out. The analysis of context and utterances is called 
pragmatics. According to leech (1996:1) pragmatics can be usefully defined 
as the study of how utterance have meanings in situation. 
4.  The context of Situation 
Communication can be separated from context. It is because of the 
context can contributes in spoken and written language. The function of the 
context is to help the speaker and the hearer can deliver and understand the 
 
 
meaning of utterance. Levinson (1997:27) states that the scope of pragmatics 
is deixis , implicature , presuposition , speech act, and aspect of discourse  
structure. 
a. Deixis 
      Deixis or deictic expression is taken from greek word. Deixis means 
pointing via language (Yule,1996:130) its show someone impossible to 
understand a sentences if we do not know, who the speaker, about whom, 
where it is, and when it happens. 
      Deixis concern the way in which language encode one grammatically 
features of the context utterance of speech event and thus also concern 
ways in which the interpretation of utterance depand on the analysis of the 
context utterance. 
b. Implicature  
       Implicature is what a speaker can imply, suggest, or mean , as distinct 
from what the speaker literary says (Yule,1996:31). According to mey 
(1993:99) implicature is something which is imlied in a conversation that 
is something left implicit in actual language use. Meanwhile , Gazdar also 
states that an implicature as proposition that is implied by the utterance of 
sentence in a context even thought that proposition is a not a part or not 
an entailment (Gazdar,1979:38) . Grice ( In Levinson, 1985: 126-129 ) 
divides that conventional implicature is deal with the conventional 
features of the words employed in the utterance. For example : He is 
Englishman , he is , therefore, brave (Brown 1983:1) . the speaker does 
not directly assert that one property being brave, but follows from another 
property being Englishman.  
 
 
c. Presupposition  
       Presupposition is the condition when the speaker uses referring 
expression in normal circumstance, the speaker assumption that the hearer 
knows which reference is intended. The assumption may be mistaken but 
they underline much of what we say in the every day use of language, 
what the speakers assumes is true or is known by the hearer can be 
described as a presupposition (Yule, 1996:132). 
       Then the classifies presupposition in to seven types, they are : 
1) Potential presupposition  
             Potential presupposition is an assumption typically associated 
with the use of linguistic form, e.g. the use of the verb regret in “ He 
regrets doing that” carries an assumption that he actually did that.   
2) Existential presupposition 
              Existential presupposition is assumption that someone or 
something identified by the use of a noun phrase, does exist. For 
example, in “your bag” it is assumed that you have a bag.  
3) Factive presupposition 
               Factive presupposition is the assumption that information 
stated after certain  words , e.g. realize , regret, be, aware, add, and 
glad is true. For example “ we regret telling him”, it is assumed that 
we told him.  
4) Lexical presupposition 
              Lexical presupposition is the assumption that, in using one 
word, the speaker can act as if another meaning (word) will be 
 
 
understood. For example, in “ He stopped smoking” it assumed that 
he used to smoke. 
5) Structural presupposition 
               Structural presupposition is the assumption that part of a 
structure contains information being treated as already known. For 
example, in “ where did you buy the ruler ?”, it is assumed that you 
bought the ruler.  
6) Non- factive presupposition 
                  Non – factive presupposition is the assumption that certain 
information, as presented, is not true. For example, in “ we imagined 
we were in Bali,” it is assumed that we were not in Bali. 
7) Counter factual presupposition 
                  Counter factual presupposition is the assumption that 
certain information is the opposite of true. For example, “ if you were 
my friend, you would have helped me,”, it is assumed that you are not 
my friend.  
d. Speech act 
          Speech act is the part of pragmatic study. Yule (1996:47) defines a 
speech act as action performed via utterance such as request, promise, 
thinking, description , and motivation. 
e. Conversational structure  
               Conversational structure is one of aspect of pragmatics which 
concern the organization of conversation (levinson, 1997:284) it includes 
three basic aspects in the structure of conversation. 
 
 
               According to levinson (1997:284) three basic aspects in the structure 
of conversation are : 
 
 
1) Turn – taking 
Turn taking is the turning process between two participants in the 
conversation at the end of one speakers turn, the second speaker is 
turning the conversation it is obtained an AB-AB-AB, distribution of 
talk across two participants 
2) Adjacency pair 
Adjacency pair is the kind of pair utterances of which question- 
answer, greeting- greeting, offer- acceptance assessment- agreement, 
blame – denial ,ets  are prototypical. 
3) Overall organization 
Overall organization is kinds conversation structures which 
organizes the totality of the changes within some specific kinds of 
conversation ( Levinson, 1983:108) 
Context of situation is the total environment, in which the text  was 
uttered in addition, it is important to include ethnography of speaking. 
Ethnography of speaking concerns not only with language structure, but also 
concern with language usage, rule of speaking the ways which speakers 
associate particular mode of speaking, topics with particular setting and 
activities. 
 
 
Dell Hymes (1996:557) suggested that communicative use of language 
of speech event is constituted eight factors each in which associated different 
function. The eight factors are commonly abbreviated by speaking which 
stands from:  
 
1) Situation 
      Situation composes of the setting is physical circumstance of 
the speech event, including time and place. The scene is the 
phychological setting of the speech events, what kinds of speech 
event is taking place according to the cultural definition of an 
accasion, such as graduation ceremony. 
2) Participants 
       Participants including the persons that are engage in the 
speech event it deals with who is speaking and who the speaking 
to includes combination of speaker-hearer, addresser- addressee, 
or sender receiver. It also considered the social factor such as age, 
gender, status, social distance as and role or profession of the 
participant. 
3) End  
End is purposes of the utterance and it can be divided into out 
comes  (the purposes of the event fro cultural point of view) and 
goal ( the purposes of the individual participant ) outcomes are the 
purposes of the event from a cultural point of view while the goal 
are the purposes of the individual participant. 
4) Act  
 
 
Act includes the message from ( how something is said ) and the 
message content ( what is said ). Thos, speaker should know how 
to formulated appropriated speech in ways that their cultural values 
and how to recognize change in topic. For example in casual 
conversation and in the public lectures, it has different from in the 
speaking and different kinds of language and things talked about. 
5) Key  
Key refers to the tone , manner of spirit in which a particular 
message is conveyed, whet her it is light- hearted, serious and so 
on. The  key may also be marked non vebally by certain kinds of 
behavior, gesture or posture. 
a. Tone refers to the general spirit of the scene, such or brave, 
fierce, fearful, etc. 
b. Manner refers to the participants way of behaving toward 
others, as polite distant, intimate, formal, informal, relate, etc. 
c. Felling refers to the emotions indicating with happiness, terror, 
anxiety shock. Anger, frustration, etc. 
d. Atmosphere  refers to the felling that affects the mind in a place 
or condition, such as good, evil, etc. 
e. Attitude refers to the participant ways of thinking and 
behaving toward a situation whether it is sympathetic, 
optimistic, pessimistic, serious. Etc. 
 
 
6) Instrumentalities 
 
 
Instrumentalities include both channels and form of speech. The 
channel means the way of message travels from one person to 
another. It refers to the medium of speech means language and 
their subdivisions, dialects, codes varieties and registers. 
7) Norms  
Norms are the rules of the instructions and interpretation of the 
communication norms of communication refers to underlying set 
of non linguistic rules which governs when, how and often speech 
occurs which is commonly have by all communities and varies 
from one culture to another. 
8) Genre  
Genre refers to the categories of event, whether it is a joke, story 
greeting or speech, etc. genre often concludes with speech events 
but have to be distinguished from speech event since a speech 
genre can occur  in more than one kind of speech event.                                                                                                         
5. The Maxim Cooperative Principle 
            Grice  (in Levinson1985: 101) introduce a principle called cooperative 
principles as a guideline for effective and efficient use of language in a 
conversation to further cooperative ends. The cooperative principles are stated 
as follow,” make your contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it 
occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you 
are engaged,”the principle consist of four sub –principle or maxim , they are 
a) Maxim of quantity 
Grice explains that “try to make your contribution one that is true”, 
specifically:  
 
 
1) Do not say that what you believe to be false. 
2) Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence (in 
Levinson,1985:101) 
In a conversation the participants must say the truth. They must not 
say what they believe to be false and must not say something  that does 
not have adequate evidence. 
For example, an utterance ”Andi has two cars”, implicates “ I believe 
he has two cars and I have adequate evidence about it”. The main point 
of this maxim is a matter dealing with truth and adequate evidence as 
the prove that the contribution is true. 
b) Maxim of Quality 
In a conversation, the participants must present the message as informative 
as required, on contrary, they will not give various kinds of information 
which are not required, Grice stated that : 
1) Make your contribution as informative as required for current 
purposes of the exchange. 
2) Do not make your contribution  more informative that is required. For 
example my mother’s car is blue. This implicates that the car is wholly 
blue, it has no other colors since there is no further information about 
other colors the car may contain. 
c) Maxim of Relevance 
Grice state is make your contribution relevant ( Levinson, 1985:102) 
It means that each of participant must say something that is relevant to the 
subject of the conversation. The participants of the conversation will find 
 
 
difficulties in understanding the topic if it has no relevance and the 
utterances will appear quite unconnected. 
The example of this maxim appears in the following conversation: 
A: when did you go last night? 
B: right after superstar show finished 
     It is only on the basis of assuming the relevance of B’s response that 
can understand it as providing a partial answer to his question. B’s answer 
can be assumed that he is not in a position to provide full information. 
However, when A think about.. 
d) Maxim of manner 
The characteristic maxim of manner are being perspicuous avoiding 
obscurity, avoiding ambiguity, being brief, being orderly. 
 
B. Speech act 
 In attempting to express themselves, people not only produce utterance 
containing   grammatical structures and word , but they also perform action via 
utterance. Thus , action performed via utterance are generally called speech act. Those 
speech act are commonly given more specific labels such as apology, complaint, 
compliment, invitation, promise , or request (Yule,1996:47). Meanwhile , Austin 
(1960) in Thomas (1995:5) uses the term”speech act” to refers to an utterance and the 
total situation in which the utterance is issued. The intention behind the utterance 
becomes the main factor which speech act study. 
To sum up, the implied meaning behind the utterances become the main study 
in speech acts. In delivering an utterance, a speaker has an intention meaning in the 
 
 
utterance which recognized by the hearer based on the context of situation in which the 
utterance is uttered. 
1. Levels of speech act 
      Austin’s ( in Levinson, 1983:236) states that there are three basic senses which 
related to the utterance uttered by person. 
a) Locutionary act 
Locutionari act is the utterance of sentence with determinate sense and 
reference this is the utterance which produces meaningful linguistic 
expression. 
b) Illocutionary act 
Illocutionary act is the making of statement, offer, promise etc. in uttering a 
sentence by virtue of the conventional force associated with it in other word, it 
can be said that illocutionary acts related to the purpose that the speaker has in 
his mind when uttering a sentence. 
 
 
c) Perlocutionary act 
The speaker does not produce an utterance with a function without intending 
it to have an effect. This effect is called perlocutionary act. Therefore, 
perlocutionary act is the bringing about of effects being special to the 
circumstances of utterance. This is the effect of the utterance to the hearer. 
To make a clearer understanding, here is the example. 
           “The classroom is hot, isn’t it ?”    
The utterance above is uttered by a speaker in a classroom. The utterance 
“ The classroom is hot , isn’t it?” belong to locutionary acts. Meanwhile, the 
utterance has aims to ask the hearer to open the window. This is illocutionary acts 
 
 
of the utterance. The hearer know what the speaker wants from the utterance so he 
opened the window. It is the perlocutionary acts of the utterance. 
 
2. Direct and direct speech act 
Direct and direct speech act deals with the strategy of a speaker in using 
various linguistic forms with the specific function. Yule (1996:133) stated that 
crucial distinction in the use of these two types of speech act is based on the fact 
that indirect commond or request is simply considered more gentle or more polite 
in our society than direct commond. Exactly why they are considered more polite 
is based on some complex social assumption. 
 
a) Direct speech act 
Yule (1996: 54) states that, “ direct speech act occurs when ever there is a direct 
relationship between structures and functions.” Direct speech acts happen when 
there is a direct relationship between the structural form utterances and its function. 
Here example that performs a function which corresponds to the structure of an 
utterance 
“Close the door!” (imperative) 
“Did you cole the door?”(interogative) 
“You close the door,” (declarative) 
       Declaratives which is used to make statements, interrogative that to make 
questions, and imperatives which is used to make commands are called direct 
speech act. 
b) Indirect speech act 
Indirect speech acts are those in which ther is no correspondences between  a 
structure and a function. “ speech act with an indirect relationship between 
structure and function.” Yule (1996:55). A declarative used to make a request is an 
 
 
indirect speech act. So ,is an interrogative used to make an offer. In a certain 
situation,” it’s hot here” can be an indirect speech act . imagine that teachers enters 
classroom the windows are closed and the air condition does not work. When they 
utterance. A student not simply say “ Yes, it is “ indirect speech acts take longer to 
process on the part of the hearers. 
            “Dark in here, isn’t it?” there three stages : a) the speakers action of 
remarking that is dark, b) the hearer’s action in inferring  that the speaker want to 
get the light switched on, c) the hearer’s action in switching on the light direct 
speech acts are straightforward, whereas indirect speech act are polite. 
           To sum up, there is no direct relation between structure and function in 
indirect speech act. This is why to understand the meaning of utterances. The 
hearers can not interpret the speaker intended meaning literarly . it is called as 
pragmatic communication, when the hearers have to find different meaning of 
utterances through certain context because the structure and the function of 
utterance are not in line relation. 
3. Type of Speech act 
Searle (1979:12) classifies five basics categories of illocutionary acts, they are: 
a) Assertives 
          The point of the members assertive class is to commit the speaker to 
something’s being the case, to the truth of the expressed proposition. All of the 
members of the assertive class are assessable on the dimension of assessment 
which includes true and false. 
           The direction of fit is words to the world; the psychological state expressed 
is belief. It is important to emphasize that words such as ”belief and” commitment” 
are here intended to mark dimensions, they are so to speak determinable rather than 
determinant.  
b) Directives  
 
 
           The illocutionary point of these consist in the fact that they are attempts (of 
verifying degrees, and hence more precisely , they are determinates of the 
determinable  which includes attempting) by the speaker to get the hearer to do 
something. 
            The direction of it is world to words and the sincerity condition is want (or 
wish or desire). The propositional content is always that the hearer H does some 
future action A. verbs denoting members of this class are ask, order, command, 
request, pray, and also invite, advice, questions are subclass of directives, since 
they are attempts by S to get H to answer, i.e. to perform speech act. 
c) Commisives  
Commisives are those illocutionary act s whose point is to commit the speaker ( 
again in varying degrees) to some future course of action. The direction of fit is 
world-to-word and the sincerity condition is intention. The propositional content is 
always that the speaker S does some future action A. 
d) Expressive  
         The illocutionary point of this class is to express the psychological stated 
specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs specified in the 
propositional content. The paradigms of expressive verbs are “thank”, 
”congratulate” ,”apologize” and “welcome”. Notice that expressive there is no 
direction of it. In performing an expressive, the speaker is neither trying to get the 
word, rather the truth of the expressed proposition is presupposed. 
 
 
e) Declarations  
           Declaration is speech act that change the word via their utterance. These are 
words and expressions that change the world by their particular utterance. Such as 
“ I declare “, “I pronounce” in this speech acts, the speakers has to have special 
 
 
institutional role in a certain context in order to perform a declaration 
appropriately. It is the differing characteristic of this class that the successful 
performance of one of its members brings about the correspondence between the 
propositional content and reality, successful performance guarantees that the 
propositional content corresponds to the word.   
Levinson (1983:240) explain that there are just five basic kinds of action that 
one can perform in speaking based Searle , by means of the following five types 
utterances : 
a) Representative, which commit the speaker to the truth of the expressed proposition 
(paradigm cases: asserting , concluding etc). 
b) Directives, which are attempts by the speaker, to get the addressee to do something 
(paradigm case : requesting, questioning) 
c) Commissives, which commit the speaker to some future course of action ( 
paradigm cases: promosing, threatening, offering) 
d) Expressive, which express a psychological state (paradigm cases: thanking 
apologizing, welcoming, congratulating). 
e) Declaration, which effect immediate changes changes in the institutional state of 
affairs and which tend to rely on elaborate extra-linguistic instutions (paradigm 
cases: communicating , declaring war , firing from employment) 
Besides that Bach (1983:147) said that speech acts may be convinently 
classified by their illocutionary type, such as asserting, requesting, promising , and 
apologizing, for which we have familiar verbs. There different types may turn be 
distinguished  by the type of attitude the speaker expresses. Corresponding to each such 
attitude is a certain attitude on the part of the hearer. Here some typical examples: 
                             Table 3.1 illocutionary act 
Illocutionary act Attitude expressed Intended hearer attitude 
 
 
Statement Belief that P Belief that P 
Request Desire for H to D Intention to D 
Promise Firm intention to D Belief that S will D 
Apology Regret for D-ing Forgiveness of S for D-ing 
 
These are examples of the four major categories of communicative 
illocutionary acts. Which may be called constatives, directives, commisives and a 
acknowledgements. 
Here some further example s of each type: 
a) Constatives: affirming, alleging, announcing, answering, attributing, claiming, 
classifying, concurring, confirming, conjecturing, denying, disagreeing, 
disclosing, disputing, identifying, insisting, predicting, ranking, reporting, stating, 
stipulating. 
b) Directives : advising, admonishing, asking , begging, dismissing, excusing , 
forbidding, instructing, ordering, permitting, requesting, requiring, suggesting, 
urging, warning. 
c) Commissive :  Agreeing, betting, guaranteeing, inviting, offering, promising, 
swearing, volunteering. 
d) Acknowledgements: apologizing, condoling, congratulating, greeting, thinking, 
accepting. 
In other, Yule (1996:53) classifies five types of general functions performed 
by speech acts. They are declarations, representatives, expressive, directives, and 
commisives. 
a) Declarations 
 
 
Yule (1996:53) defines declarations as speech acts that change the world via their 
utterance. These are world and expressions that change the world by their 
particular utterance, such as “I declare”,”I pronounce”. In this speech acts, the 
speaker has to have a special institutional role in certain context in order to 
perform s declaration appropriately. 
Example:  
1. Priest : I now pronounce you husband and wife. 
2. Referee : you are out! 
3. We find the defendant guilty 
b) Representatives  
Representatives is speech acts that state what the speaker believe to be the case or 
not. These are acts in which the words state what the speaker believes to be case, 
such as “describing”,”asserting”,”concluding” and”predicting”. This means that 
in representatives the speaker express his/her believe about the truth of a 
proposition. 
Example:  
1. The earth is flat 
2. Chomsky didn’t write about peanuts. 
c) Expressives  
This includes acts  in which the words state what the speaker fell, such as. 
”apologizing,”, ”praising”, ”regretting”, and “congratulating” . In shorts, in 
expressive ,  the speaker express his/her feeling such as pleasure, pain, likes, 
dislikes, joy, or sorrow. They can be caused by something the speaker does or the 
hearer does , but they are about the speaker’s experience ( Yule, 1996:53). 
Example: 
1. I am really sorry! 
2. Congratulation! 
 
 
d) Directives  
These are acts in which the utterances are aimed to make the hearer something. 
These directives expresses what the speaker wants, they are “commanding” , 
“ordering” , “requesting” , “suggesting” (Yule, 1996:54). In other word , directives 
related to the speaker’s intention to ask the hearer to do something. 
Example: 
1. Give me a cup of tea 
2. Could you give me sugar, pleasure?. 
e) Commisives  
Commisives this is an act in which utterance commits the speaker to a future 
action, such as “promising”, “offering” , “threatening” , “ refusing” , “pledging” 
in other words. The speaker indicates that he/she will do something in the future. 
It expressed what the speaker intends and they can be performed by the speaker 
alone, or by the speaker as a member of group ( Yule : 1996:54) 
Example:  
1. We will do that 
2. I will be back 
 
C. Motivation 
1. The Definition of Motivation 
Motivation is needed in every occasion. Motivation influences 
someone’s work, both its process and result. Someone success in a task is due 
to the fact hat he or she is motivated. So do, motivation has important role in 
learning. However, not all learners, in learning, have the same quality of 
motivation. Thus, it is important for the teacher to know and understand about 
motivation and its principles.  
 
 
Motivation is defined in a general way by educator and psychologists 
as the processes that initiate and sustain behavior. Motivation can be defined 
more specially for learning in college courses as purposeful engagement in 
classroom tasks and study , to master concepts or skills. It is not simply a matter 
of performing a task, getting a good grade, or accumulating units for 
graduation (Mcmillan, james H and Donelson R Forsyth ) 
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain the initiation, 
direction, intensity, persistence, and quality of behavior, especially goal 
directed behavior (Moehr and meyer,1997). Motives are hypothetical 
constructs used to explain why people are doing , what they are doing. Motives 
are usually construed as relatively general needs or desire that energize people 
to initiate purposeful action sequence. (Thrash and Elliot,2001) . 
Addition ,student motives is rooted in student’s subjective experiences, 
especially those connected to their willingness to engage in teaching and 
learning activities and their reasons for doing so (Brophy,Jene,2004). 
Some experts suggest defining some definitions on learning motivation. 
Brophy (1998:3) says that motivation refers to students subjective experience, 
especially their willingness to engage in lessons and learning activities and 
their reasons for doing so. Groccia (1992:62) states “people study and learn 
because the consequences of such behavior satisfy certain internal and/or 
external motives”. In detail Groccia says as follows: 
motivation in general sense is that which influences the 
arousal, selection, direction, and maintenance of all human 
behavior. Students require some form of stimulus to activate, 
provide direction for, and encourage persistence in their study and 
learning effort. Motivation is this behavior over time. Motivation is 
what stimulates students to acquire, transform and use knowledge 
(Groccia, 1992:62) 
So motives or motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain about 
initiation and goal directed behavior that energize people to do purposeful 
 
 
action sequences. It also can be called or reason of why people are doing what 
they are doing. And so, learning motivation is desire that makes students want 
to do well in learning activity. It’s not simply a matter of performing a task 
getting a good grade, or accumulating units for graduation. But it is about 
students subjective experiences, especially connected to their willingness to 
engage in teaching learning activity and their reason for doing so.  
2. Theory of Motivation 
               Abraham Maslow (1943), state that five fundamental human needs 
and their hierarchical nature. The Hierarchical effects : 
               A key aspect of the model is the hierarchical of the needs. The lower 
needs in the hierarchy; the more fundamental they are and the more a person 
will tend to abandon the higher needs in order to pay attention to sufficiently 
meeting the lower needs; for example : when we are sick, we care little for 
what other think about us. Humanistic approaches is use to motivation of 
students. These approaches were develop as a reaction to behaviorism. The 
take into account important affective characteristic of people how they feel 
about themselves; for example : internal rewards such as pride in their own 
accomplishment, in the classroom, humanism (which makes no reference for 
against religion) emphasizes the human side of learning and teachers personal 
choices, needs and growth. One of the most influential theories reflecting 
approach to motivation is Maslow’s need theory. 
Maslow’s humanistic need theory of motivation suggests that people 
are motivated to achieve goals because of the tension created by unfulfilled 
needs. If people have psychological, safety, love and esteem needs, if these 
needs are met; then people become motivated to satisfy their needs for 
knowledge, understanding, esthetics and self actualization. 
The five needs: 
 
 
a) Psychological needs are to do with maintenance of the human body if we 
are unwell, then little else matters until we recover. 
b) Safety needs are about putting of over heads and keeping us from harm, if 
we are rich, strong and powerful or have good friends, we can make 
ourselves safe.  
c) Belonging needs introduce our tribal nature; if we are help fill and kind to 
others, they will want us as friends. 
d) Esteem needs are for a higher position within a group. 
e) Self actualization  needs are to become what we are capable of becoming,   
which would our greatest achievement. 
            Motivation is very important role in learning. In there are most 
psychologist think that some from of motivation may constitute the most 
important role factor in an effective learning. Some psychologists said that 
motivation is commonly thought of as an inner drive, impulse, emotion or 
desire that moves one particular action. Brown (1987:114) explain that Six 
desires or needs of  human organism are commonly identified which under grid 
construct of motivation, they are:  
a) The need for exploration, for seeing “ the other side of mountain ” for 
probing the unknown. 
b) The need for manipulation, for operating to use Skinner’s term on the 
environment band causing change. 
c) The need for activity, for movement and exercise, both physical and 
mental. 
d) The need for stimulation; they need to be stimulated by the environment, 
by other people or by ideas thought and feelings. 
e) The need for knowledge, to the process and internalize the result of 
exploration, manipulation, activity and stimulation to resolve 
 
 
contradictions, to guest for solutions to problems and for self consistent 
system of knowledge 
f) The need for ego enhancement, for the self to be known  and to be accepted 
and approved of by others. 
      Example abound to illustrate the six ford concept of motivation consider 
children who are “ motivated ” to learn and to read. They are motivated because 
certain needs are important to them, perhaps all six of needs mentioned above, 
particularly exploration, stimulation and knowledge. Children who are not 
motivated to read see no way in which reading meets the needs they have. The 
adult who learnt to do so well no doubt is motivated by a need for exploration 
and stimulation and also activity and even may be ego enhancement. The 
foreign language learner who is either intrinsically meeting needs in learning 
the language will be positively motivated to learn. 
           Motivation is some kind of internal drive that encourages somebody to 
pursue a course of action. If we perceive a goal and if that goal is sufficiently 
attractive, we will be strongly motivated to do whatever is necessary to reach 
that goal. For example if we determined to own a new compact disc player or 
CD player or a horse we may work over time in order to earn to necessary 
money. If we want to win a TV a general knowledge quiz, we may put in 
incredible hours of facts learning activity. 
3. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
           Intrinsically motivated behaviors are engaged in for their own sake-for 
the pleasure and satisfaction derived from their performance. When 
intrinsically motivated. People engage in activities that interest them and they 
do so freely, with a full of sense of volition and without the necessity of 
material rewards or constraints (Deci and Ryan, 1985). Extrinsically motive 
behaviors, on the other hand, are instrumental in nature. They are performed 
 
 
not out of interest but because they are believed to be instrumental to some 
separable consequences (Deci and Vallerand,1991).   
               Deci and Ryan (1985) identified four types of extrinsic motivation : 
external , introjected, identified, and integrated forms of regulation. Their 
argument was built around the concept of internalization. 
a) Internalization  
Internalization is a process through which people transform regulation by 
external contigences into regulation by internal processes (Schofer,1968) . 
For example a boy who is not interested in learning the capitals of state 
would not be intrinsically motivate to do so, and his learning would require  
contingent consequences such as praise from the teacher. Internalization is 
the process through which the regulation of the boy’s geography learning 
could become internal and no longer require external contigences . 
b) External regulation  
External regulation refers to behaviors for which the locus of initiation is 
external in the person , for example, the offer of reward or the threat of 
punishment a student who does assignment for teacher’s praise or to avoid 
parental confrontation is externally regulated. 
c) Introjected regulation 
Taking but not accepting a regulation as one’s own is basic of introjected 
regulation . such regulation involves internalized rules of demands that 
pressure one to behave and are buttressted with threatened sanction 
(e.g.guilt) more promised rewards (e.g. self-aggrandlzement). For 
example, a student who gets to class on time to avoid feeling like a bad 
person is regulated by interjects. the student has not identified with the 
regulation, so it has not become part of the self, and functuality is not really 
by choice. Instead, it result from internal to the person, it bears more 
 
 
resemblance to external control that to self-determined forms of regulation 
because it involves coercion or seduction and does not entail true choice. 
d) Identified regulation 
Identified regulation occurs when the person has come to value the 
behavior and has identified with and accepted the regulatory process with 
identification the regulatory process has become more fully part of the self, 
so the person does the activity more willingly identification allows the 
person to feel sense of choice or volition about behaving. An example 
would be a student who willingly does extra work in mathematics because 
the student believes it is important for continuing to succeed mathematic. 
The motivation is extrinsic because the activity is performed primarlly 
because of its usefulness or instrumentality for the goal of improving math 
performance and succeeding in future endeavors, rather than because it is 
interesting. 
e) Integrated regulation  
The most developmentally andvanced  from of extrinsic motivation is 
integrated regulation. In this case the regulatory process is fully integrated 
with the individuals coherent sense of self ; that is, the identifications are 
reciprocially assimilated with the individuals other values, needs, and 
identifies. For example, the teenager may have one identification with 
being a good student and one with being a good athlete. It is quite possible 
that these two identification could seem conflicting to the student and the 
couse tension. Even though both are value by the student, only when the 
two identification have become integrated, when they have become 
harmonious with each other and with the rest of the student’s sense of self 
will the internalization  process to be complete . when the regulatory 
 
 
processes are integrated, behavior is an expression of who the individual 
is –of what is valued by and important to the individual. 
Integrated regulation bears some relation to intrinsic motivation because 
both are forms of autonomous self-regulation. Accordingly , the qualities 
that are associated with intrinsically motivated behavior- such as willingly, 
being creative , and displaying conceptual or intuitive understanding  - can 
be used  as objective markers of the extent to which an extrinsic regulation 
has become fully integrated. However , intrinsic motivation and integrated 
regulation are different. Intrinsic motivation is characteristed by interest in 
activity itself, whereas integrated regulation is characterized by the 
activitiys being personally important for valued out come.  
4. Factor affecting student’s learning motivation 
 Knowing the importance  of motivation to learning. It would be good 
for teacher to be aware of several factors that effects students’ motivation that  
proposed by Elliot et al (2000:345). The first factors is anxiety. Anxiety may 
be defined as an unpleasant sensation that is usually experiences as feelings of 
apprehension and general irritability accompanied by fatigue, uneasiness, and 
various somatic symptoms. Anxiety can effect students’ classroom 
performance and achievement . 
The second one is curiosity and interest. According to Loewenstein (in 
Elliot et al , 2000;348),curiosity is a cognitively based emotion that occurs 
when students recognized a conflict between what he or she believes to be true 
about the world and what turns out actually to be true. Student s become 
curious if their environment stimulating. Interest is similar and related to 
curiosity. Interest is an enduring characteristic expressed by a relationship 
between a person and a particular activity or object. 
 
 
The third is locus of control. Locus of control is the cause of behavior. 
Internal locus of control is the cause that the existence within the learners 
himself, and external locus of locus is the cause comes outsides of him 
The other factor is learning helplessness. It means the reaction on the 
part of some individuals to become frustrated and simply stop trying or give 
up after repeated failure (p351). The next factor is self-efficiency. It is an 
individuals’ beliefs in their own capabilities  to us exert control over aspect of 
their lives (p352). Students who believe in their ability and have strong 
efficiency can focus in their work and take en effort on it and can minimize 
difficultness. In other hand student who does not believe in their ability. This 
condition can exaggerate potential difficult that can influence motivation. 
The last factor is students’ environment. It is the place for students to 
learn. Classroom environment, the multicultural background students, medium 
for study, how the learn can influence the students’ motivation.     
5. The Characteristics of Motivated Student 
           In learning process, a student will succeed if he or she has good 
motivation. Brophy(1998:3) states that in the classroom context, the concept 
of student’ motivation used the explain the degrees which students invest 
temporary lack of understanding of confusion; he or she can live with theses 
patiently, in confidence that the understanding will come latter. 
As addition, there is a statement that” A strong indicator of motivation 
is the actual amount of time student spend working on a task. Most studies 
have found that cooperative-learning student s spend significantly more time 
on task than do control students”(Jonhson et al,1995;slavin,1995) 
The various features of cooperative learning, particularly positive 
interdependence, are highly motivating because they encourage such 
achievement-oriented behaviors as trying hard, attending class regularly 
 
 
,praising the efforts of others, and receiving help from one’s help from one’s 
group mates.  
Moreover ,folk wisdom (2004) says that” unmotivated student just 
won’t learn”, that “you can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drinks”. 
This proved comes to mind when seen from how different are various 
student’s attitude to foreign language. For one student, learning a language is 
personally significant, he is motivated to language learning (though motives 
may differ: self-actualization, high achievement motivation, goal orientation, 
avoidance of failure); for another student, language is heavy burden which he 
has to carry, and he doesn’t hide his boredom, yawning, and student for 
“misbehavior” or their inability to learn the language. But this situation can 
be understood differently by a teacher who can think critically: it is mostly a 
sign which reveals whether the teaching methods and approaches are affective 
and relevant to student’ need. 
  
 
 
BAB III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter presents the research method which will be explained into six parts, 
namely (1) the research design, (2) the setting and subject of the study, (3) the data 
sources,(4) instrument of research (5) the method of collecting data, and (6) the 
technique of analyzing data (7) The Trustworthiness of the data 
A.  The research design 
 The type of the research is a descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research 
is a research intended to comprehend the phenomenon of what is experienced by the 
research subject. For instance the behavior, perception , motivation, action ,ets. Those 
are conducted holistically an descriptively in a type of words and language at the 
particular context and are obtained from several methods (moleong,2012:6). Subroto 
states  that the qualitative research has a characteristic of descriptive. He explain that it 
belongs to descriptive because of the data qualitative research in the form of words. 
Sentences, discourse, picture, daily notes, memo, and video tap. The setting of this 
research was in classroom, so this research can be categorized classroom based research. 
 
 
 
 
B. The setting and subject of the study 
1. Place of the research 
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The research was conducted at MTsN Gondangrejo. This school is one of Islamic 
junior high school in Gondangrejo. It is located in Tuban, Gondangrejo, 
Karanganyar. The researcher did the observation focuses at eight grade (VIII H). 
2. Time of research 
The research was conducted in April to May 2014. The researcher was conducted 
three times. The duration  of once teaching learning process was 90 minutes. The 
first observation was conducted on April 2014. 
 The observation was conducted three times. It was done three timein natural 
situation. In the other word, the researcher conducted for several times to reveal 
motivation used by the English teacher in delivering material.  
 
C. The data sources 
 The words which are observed are the main data. “The data can be obtained from 
the written resources or though audio recording”. Then, Nawawi (2001:141) defines that 
population is all subjects of research as source of data having certain character in a 
research. 
 Suitable with the statement above, the source of data in this research in this study 
were the utterance performed by the English teacher of MTsN Gondangrejo during 
teaching learning process. The data utterances which are performed in the class, in 
collecting the data researcher is supported by recorder, and note book. Because the data 
are in spoken form, which consist of words, clauses and sentences, they were necessarily 
transferred to written data to make easier. 
 
 
            Data sources of this research were from observation. The researcher observed 
the teaching learning process of English class at MTsN Gondangrejo to get the data. The 
researcher observed one English teacher at VIII H. The teacher name’s is Mr Rifa’i. 
. 
D. Instrument of Research 
 According to Arikunto(2006:160), research instrument is a device used by the 
research while collecting the data to make his work become easier and to get better 
result, complete and systematic in order to make the data easy to process. Lincolin and 
Guba (in Sigiyono,2010:223) state that the instrument of choice naturalistic inquiry is 
the human shall see that other forms of instrumentation may be used in later phrases of 
the inquiry, but the human is the initial and continuing mainstay. But if the human 
instrument has been used extensively in earlier stages of inquiry, so that an instrument 
can be constructed that is grounded in the data that the human instrument has products 
. 
Beside the research as the main instrument, this research is also supported by 
recorder, pen, paper to get data. The recorder is used to record the English teacher’s 
utterance in the teaching learning process at MTsN Gondangrejo. Than the pen and 
paper used to write the point in observing the English teacher’s motivation at MTsN 
Gondangrejo. 
 
E.   The Technique of collecting data 
               The researcher applied a method collect the data which was conducted in 
MTsN Gondangrejo. According Powell (1996) observation is an essential element in 
goal teaching and program development. This research was observation. Observation 
was conducted by observing the activities in English class. Another according 
 
 
Sudaryanto(1986:33), there five techniques to gather the data: 1) recording technique ( 
the technique to collect data with a recorder), 2) noting technique (the technique to 
collect data uses note of writing) 3), separating technique (the way to separate the 
similarities and the differences of the data), 4) transferring technique (the way to transfer 
the data to other data) 5),changing technique (the technique to change the data to the 
words needed) 
             The researcher also use recoding and noting technique of collecting data in this 
research. The researcher record and writing communicative element during teaching 
learning activity      
 
F.  Technique analyzing data 
Analyzing the data is effort to select, to compiling and interpreting data entered 
which the purpose to be the data understandable fill and its intention. The data analysis 
is conducted in several stages. The stages are arranged to make easier in analyzing the 
data. They are : reducing the data, displaying data, analyzing the data and interpreting 
the data to answer the research problems, finally drawing the conclusion and giving 
suggestion. For the specific they are 
 
1. Reducing the data 
In this stage, the researcher made script of recorded data and written data chose 
data was needed to answer the research problem and throw out data which was 
needed. Identified motivation utterance used by English teacher on the teaching 
learning activity at MTsN Gondangrejo.  
2. Data display 
 
 
In the second step of analyzing data, the researcher analyzed the teacher motivation 
used by English teacher on the teaching learning process. 
3. Drawing /Verification conclusion  
The last step was conclusion drawing /verification the data of the present research 
was presented step by step. It means that the data was explained. In form of words 
and sentences either deductive or inductive ways. The data analysis was presented 
step by step based on the research question staging in order to get a good and clear 
narration of the explanation in this research.  
 
G. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The qualitative research needs the validity of data. The validation of data analysis 
designates the quality of research’s finding in this research the data are taken from the 
English teacher utterance when teaching the student. After taking the data from the 
source, there is appropriates the data. 
This research employs source of triangulation to check the trustworthiness of data. 
Triangulation is a general way that used to develop the validity in qualitative inquiry. 
Maleong (2004:178) states that triangulation technique is the technique to check the 
data by using something beyond the data. Sutopo (2002:78) states that there are four 
kinds of triangulation technique namely source triangulation, investigator 
triangulation, methodology triangulation, and theoretical triangulation .   
 The researcher used methodology triangulation to check the validity of data. 
Methodological triangulation was done  by employing method of collecting data 
namely: observation, and record to get data, the researcher record the English teaching 
learning activity at MTsN Gondangrejo. 
 
 
BAB IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter contains the data analysis of the research entitled”  Pragmatic 
Study on Utterance Used by A Teacher to Motivate students”, the researcher presents 
the research finding  and discussion. The researcher will explain the teacher utterance 
motivation and explain the discussion about  problem statement in this research. The 
researcher collected utterance motivation of English Teacher by recording the English 
Teacher’s utterances  at MTsN  Gondangrejo. 
A.Research Finding 
In the research, Research finding presents the answer of the problem statement. 
The researcher carried out how the teachers utterance)\ motive students in teaching 
learning activities at the eight grade student of MTsN 1Gondangrejo and what are the 
teacher means by those utterance. The researcher has taken data from the observation 
through all activities in the classroom during the learning activities in the classroom, the 
English Teacher, and the eight grade students.   
4. The Utterance used by Teacher to Motivate Students 
The researcher did observation when teaching and learning process is 
ongoing. The researcher conducted observation three times. The subject of this 
research was English teacher at MTsN Gondangrejo. 
The researcher did observation then collecting the data. After that the 
researcher reducing the data which had found. After reducing the data the 
researcher found the many utterances motivation from the teacher. The researcher 
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identified the utterance can motive the students or not. There are utterance  
motivation by teacher through teaching learning activities in the classroom. 
The researcher would like to present the data which had found into several 
part. The researcher  conducted observation in three times , so the teacher would 
present it from first meeting until third meeting. Based on the observation, the 
teacher used KTSP curriculum. Based on KTSP curriculum there were three 
activities namely opening, case, and closing during teaching learning process. The 
researcher would present  the data finding into three activities. The detail of the 
data finding are explained as below: 
 
a. First meeting 
The first observation was conducted by the researcher on April 24th  2014. 
Based on the first observation, the researcher found 3 Utterances  which contain 
motivation. The researcher present the detail information as below: 
      Description of content: 
      Day         : Thursday , April 24th 2014 
      Time       :  08.30-10.00 
      Teacher  : Mr Muh Rifa’i S.Pd 
      Place      : VIII H Classroom  
      Topic      : Speaking drama 
  
1) Opening Activity,  
 After entering the class, the teacher indirectly the lesson, but the teacher start with the 
greeting, that is teacher ask student’s condition. The teacher said ”How are you today”, 
then the students answered  by saying “1 am fine thank you” . In this context, the 
 
 
teacher is trying to make attention to the students, so that student fell comfortable when 
the teacher teaching them. In this day the teacher give explanation to the student that 
today they will study, discussion, and practice about drama. Then, the teacher made 
some group. The researcher did not find teacher’s utterance motivation during opening 
process. It can be concluded that there is no utterance motivation in this activity. 
2) Core Activity 
Based on KTSP curriculum, core activity divided into several activities they 
are Exploration, Elaboration, and Confirmation. The researcher found 3 utterances. 
Those utterances will be classified based on the activity of Exploration, Elaboration, 
and Confirmation. The detail is as below :  
a) Exploration 
In the exploration activity the researcher not found teacher’s utterance motivation.  
The teacher was only discussion about lesson that teaching today. It can be 
concluded that there is no utterance motivation in this activity. 
b) Elaboration  
In the elaboration activity, the researcher found 2 utterances. The detail as below: 
 
1. T: kalian boleh menganti teks sesuai dengan keinginanmu (kreatif)  
          Creative is ability to make the new thing or new way from something 
before. Characteristic of creative usually shows because barrier or barricade 
that needed new solution to face. In this situation, the teacher give input to the 
students that becoming student have to creative.  If the students do not creative, 
hence their ability will not expand better. The teacher said  ”kalian boleh 
menganti teks sesuai dengan keinginanmu” so that students do not be afraid  
 
 
to showing their ability in the understanding about text.  Another ,the student 
will easy to get good result in the drama practice 
2. T: kalian jangan bertindak berlebihan  
           The teacher give utterance when the teacher  explains assignment at 
class  the day.  The students keep silent and pay attention with the teachers 
utterance about how the student do drama practice better. The first, teacher 
explains to the teacher that they have to pay attention to the eyes contact with 
the opponent play at. The second teacher explains about gesture In drama 
gesture is very important because, it can clarify the message to in submitting.  
So, if student understand about that , they will easy to follow learning process, 
especially in drama lesson . 
             In this context the teacher giving to motivate the students . By asking 
“kalian jangan bertindak berlebihan”. The teacher  hope that the students do 
not overreact in conducting matter, especially in drama lesson. If abundant will 
make the message which is in story will change. Another that overreact will 
make your character is bad. The teacher said like that, so the students can 
presenting their best appearance in the English lesson (drama). 
c) Confirmation  
In the confirmation activity, the researcher found 1 utterance motivation. The detail 
is as below: 
1. T: yang  paling bagus dan yang nilainya paling tinggi akan di tampilkan di 
kelas B, G dan mendapatkan sesuatu (reward) 
            Reward is study method used to influence the somebody to increase 
achievement study. Other reward is everything given by teacher in the form 
pleasant respect of student on the basis of good result for have reaching in 
 
 
education process to increase achievement. In this context the teacher said “ 
yang paling bagus dan yang nilainya paling tinggi akan di tampilkan di kelas 
B,G dan mendapat sesuatu (reward)” because the teacher looked the student 
less spirit and attention when given assignment from the teacher. Other the 
teacher said like that, he want give the appreciation to student getting the best 
value and as spirit student to learning drama lesson. The aim is for every 
student can get the better result in learning. Every student can understanding 
the lesson if  they do more practice.  
3). Closing activity 
            In the closing activity not found utterances  motivation . The teacher only give 
explanation about , what have to do the student in next meeting. It can be concluded that 
there is no utterance motivation in this activity.   .  
b. Second  meeting 
The second observation was conducted by the researcher  on April 25th 2014. 
Based on the second observation . the researcher found 3 utterances which contain 
motivation. The researcher present the detail information as below detail is as below: 
      Description of context : 
      Day        :  Friday, April 25th 2014 
      Time       : 08.30-10.00 
      Teacher   : Muh Rifa’i S.Pd 
      Place       : VIII H Classroom 
  
1). Opening Activity,  
After entering the class, the teacher indirectly the lesson, but the teacher start with the 
greeting, that is teacher ask student’s condition. The teacher said ”How are you today”, 
 
 
then the students answered  by saying “Fine” also any answered by saying ”not good”. 
In this context, the teacher is trying to make attention to the students, so that student 
fell comfortable when the teacher teaching them. But The researcher did not find 
teacher’s utterance motivation during opening process. It can be concluded that there 
is no utterance motivation in this activity. 
2). Core Activity 
Based on KTSP curriculum, core activity divided into several activities they 
are Exploration, Elaboration, and Confirmation. The researcher found 3 utterances. 
Those utterances will be classified based on the activity of Exploration, Elaboration, 
and Confirmation. The detail is as below :  
a) Exploration  
In the exploration activity the researcher not found teacher’s utterance motivation.  
The teacher was only discussion about lesson that teaching today. And the teacher 
review assignment yesterday. It can be concluded that there is no utterance 
motivation in this activity 
b) Elaboration 
In the elaboration activity, the researcher found 2 utterances. The detail as below: 
1. T: kamu  harus menjad diri sendiri 
The utterance happens when the teacher  explains assignment at class  the day. 
The students keep silent and pay attention with the teachers utterance. In our 
self. self confidence is very needed. Self confidence can make mentality and 
mind will be goodness. Especially for students,  if they have self confidence, 
they will easy to follow learning process. In this context the teacher giving to 
motivate the students . By asking “kamu harus menjadi diri sendiri”. The 
teacher  hope that the students have the self confidence in their self, especially 
 
 
in English lesson (Speaking drama). Because with the self confidence in 
English learning process, the students can presenting their best appearance in 
the English lesson. 
 
 
2. T: Berani berbicara dengan lantang 
In this situation, the teacher give input to the students that becoming student 
have to brave give their opinion . if the students do not want give opinion or 
question hence student will find difficulties in learning process. Another, the 
teacher said”berani berbicara dengan lantang” so that students do not be 
afraid  to enquire when they are not understand about lesson submitted by 
teacher, until we will get the best result in learning process. 
c) Confirmation  
In the confirmation activity, the researcher found 1 utterance motivation. The detail 
is as below: 
1. T: kalian harus banyak latihan 
Practice is one of component from English lesson. Practice that is good way to 
inculcate the certain habit and giving agility, accuracy, skilled to students. 
Learning is the activities  that needs the practice. The aim is for every students 
can get the better result in learning. Every student can understanding the lesson 
if  they do more practice. Students which seldom practice will difficulty 
understanding lesson. 
 The teacher said “kalian harus banyak latihan” because the student can not 
good presenting lesson. Other that the teacher said like that to make the 
students to know that English Lesson needed more  practice. 
 
 
 
 
 
3). Closing activity 
            In the closing activity not found utterances  motivation . The teacher only give 
explanation about , what have to do the student in next meeting. It can be concluded 
that there is no utterance motivation in this activity. 
 
c. Third meeting 
In the third observation was conducted by the researcher on May 20th 2014. 
Based on the third observation ,the researcher found 4 utterances which contain 
motivation . The researcher present the detail information as below: 
      Description of context: 
      Day       : Tuesday , May 20th 2014 
      Time     : 08.30-10.00 
     Teacher : Mr Muh Rifa’I S.Pd 
    Place  : VIII H Classroom 
    Topic : Test (tenses) 
 
1)  Opening Activity 
In the third activities the researcher  found the different  situation from the 
beginning class. Before the teacher started the lesson, the teacher greeted and checked 
the students’ attendance. The students looked still a little crowded, the teacher asked 
the students keep silent. After that the teacher and students have been conversation. 
 
 
The teacher asked student “apakah kalian sudah belajar tadi malam?” the student 
answered “ya” any student answered “no”. It is because the teacher want to know  
student’s preparation to examination test. Another that teacher also asked “ apa yang 
kalian temui atau alami selama perjalanan ke sekolah”. The teacher asked like that , 
because teacher want to make the students give attention and feel comfort with the 
lesson. 
In the opening activity, the researcher did not find utterance motivation . it can 
be concluded that there is no motivation in this activity. 
2)  Core Activity 
Based on KTSP curriculum, core activity divided into several activities they 
are Exploration, Elaboration, and Confirmation. The researcher found 3 utterances. 
Those utterances will be classified based on the activity of Exploration, Elaboration, 
and Confirmation. The detail is as below: 
a) Exploration 
In the exploration activity the researcher  found 1  teacher’s utterance motivation.  
The detail is as below: 
1. T: jika ulangan tidak boleh kerjasama. 
In teaching learning process, the teacher always  gave motivation utterance for 
student.  Before teacher gave a examination to student, the teacher say to 
students “jika ulangan tidak boleh kerjasama”. The teacher give an utterance 
motivation like that because  the teacher  want, so that the students believe in 
their ability , when doing the test. Another that the teacher give motivation like 
that , so the student  more focus to the test , comparing must to search answered 
test to the another friend, and they get result the test from themselves 
 
 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the elaboration activity, the researcher found 3 utterances. The detail as below: 
1. T:  jika ingin mendapat nilai yang baik kalian harus belajar 
Every student want to get the good value when they do examination test. 
However there was more student’s way to get the good value. Any student 
cheat in class, or do together with friends. The teacher said” jika ingin 
mendapat nilai yang baik kalian harus belajar” because the teacher want give 
knowledge to the teacher that study is important when you want get something 
, especially when the student want to get the good value. 
2. T: jika ulangan kalian harus jujur 
Honesty is the good attitude that having every student. Honesty have to give 
to the students early on. Because the good attitude will give the positive 
influence and can change the student’s minded to be more focus. So, the 
teacher want  to change the mindset of every students. Its hope every student 
can get more motivation. When the teacher said “jika ulangan kalian harus 
jujur” the teacher want to give the understanding that be honest when doing 
the test that’s better  although student get the bad value, than getting good value 
but by unfavorable. 
3. T: jangan takut salah sebelum kalian mencoba 
Like Aphorism tell, the failure is efficacy delayed . From this aphorism we  
know that trying is first matter that we have to do. We do not know, we will 
succeed or not  if we are not trying. The teacher said “ jangan takut salah 
sebelum kalian mencoba”  the teacher want give understanding to the students 
that they do not afraid to do wrong. If they are  afraid, they do not get good 
result and they are can not enjoy in teaching learning activity. Afraid to do 
something  just can make their ability can not showed. So, as a student they 
 
 
have to make their selves fell comfort in class, so that they can tried the many  
positive activities in learning without afraid to do wrong. 
 3). Closing activity 
        In the closing activity, the researcher did not find utterance motivation . it can be 
concluded that there is no motivation in this activity. 
5. The Teacher Means with The Utterance 
 The researcher want to explain about means of utterance motivation in 
teaching learning process , it as bellow:   . 
a. The means of utterance motivation by the teacher. 
1) Motivation used to move or race all students, so that arising desire and its 
willingness to increase achievement in his study, so reached the education 
target of matching with expected and specified in school curriculum. For 
that, action motivate will be more can succeed, if its target is clear and 
realized by teacher as giver motivate and also as according to student 
requirement as motivate.  
2) Motivation can push incidence of behavior. Influence behavior and also 
can change behavior another that motivation also as director and 
activator . so , when they have motivation in his self, they will do 
something to reach, what he want. 
3) Motivation can improve the student spirit in teaching learning activity. 
So, if the student have more spirit, the student will easy accepting lesson 
that submitting teacher. 
 
 
4) Motivation can help student to give more concentration in learning 
process. If every student have concentration, they will feel enjoy in the 
class.  
           From this result of the description above, we know the teacher’s means 
to give motivation to the student in learning process, especially in English 
learning.  The teacher want to make student enjoy when they learning 
 
6. The benefits teacher’s motivate for students in English learning 
     Motivation is considered important in the learning  process in term of function 
and benefits . This shows learning motivating encourages behavior and changes 
student behavior. The researcher want to explain about benefits teacher’s motivate 
for student in English learning, it as bellow: 
a. The Benefit of Motivation   : 
1) Encourage the emergence of behavior or deeds 
Without motivation students will be no action. Motivation in this case 
is the driving force of every activity done. 
 
 
2) Motivation serves as a guide.  
This means motivation direct change to achieve desired. Thus, 
motivation can provide direction and activities that must be done in 
accordance with the purpose. 
3) Motivation serves as driver.  
It means to stir someone’s behavior. In addition, learning motivation 
serves as a driver of business and achievement. . 
 
 
   Based on the information above, we understand  that motivation is a way of 
to increase student achievement. Others motivate also can make the students character 
become better. Become the teacher have to always give the motivation to students in 
teaching learning process, so that intention of study can be existed. 
 
B. DISCUSSION 
This section presents discussion of the research finding. There are three 
problem statement proposed in this study and the discussion only focuses  on them as 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the aims of the study are to describe utterance that 
used by a teacher to motive students, to know the teacher means about those utterance 
motivation , and benefits teacher’s motivation for the students. 
1) The Utterance used by Teacher to Motivate Students 
         The researcher made the general opinion in  the utterance used teacher to 
motivate student  at MTsN 1 Gondangrejo. These  opinions used to answers the 
question in the first problem. The details of discussion are discussed as follows: 
           The result of the analysis  show  that it is found the motivation utterance by 
the teacher in teaching learning process. There are many utterance motivation that 
the researcher found from observation in the eight class at MTsN Gondangrejo. 
a)  The first meeting, the researcher found the three utterance motivation, the detail 
as below: 
Table 4.1 summary of the finding 
Context Utterance motivation Frequency 
YES NO 
 
 
Opening - -  
Core  Exploration - -  
Elaboration V  2 
Confirmation V - 1 
Closing - -  
Total    3 
 
b)  the second meeting the researcher found three utterance motivation,  
Table 4.2 summary of the finding 
Context Utterance motivation Frequency 
YES NO 
Opening - -  
Core  Exploration - -  
Elaboration V  2 
Confirmation V - 1 
Closing - -  
Total    3 
c) The third meeting, the researcher found four of utterance motivation.   
Table 4.3 summary of the finding 
Context Utterance motivation Frequency 
YES NO 
Opening - -  
Core  Exploration V - 1 
Elaboration V  3 
Confirmation - -  
 
 
Closing - -  
Total    4 
 
         Based on the table researcher concluded that teacher’s motivation was  found 
in the Exploration (one motivation), Elaboration (seven motivation),and 
Confirmation (two motivation).  
          The researcher also found the teacher’s way to give motivation, among other: 
1). Awarding. With this award can be positive because it can foster initiative, 
creative abilities and healthy competing spirit, the awarding as an effort to foster 
motivation does not always have to be tangible or goods, but can also be praise.2) 
Giving attention. Give attention to the students with all the potential they have, is a 
simple form of motivation. Because many student have not motivation to study 
caused by not perceive attention. The attention is an important role in learning 
activities, without attention there is no possible learning. 3) call to participate. In 
human self, there is a felling that appreciated when they are involved in something 
that is considered. Therefore, teachers must always invite student to participate 
actively in the learning process, in order to be passionate in learning.  
2) The Teacher Means with The Utterance 
          The researcher made the general opinion of in the utterance  used by teacher 
to motivate student at MTsN  Gondangrejo.  This opinion used to answers the 
question in second problem. The detail of discussions are discussed as follows: 
          The result of the analysis  showing  that it is found the means utterance by the 
teacher in teaching learning process. The Motivation most important in learning 
activity, because with motivation its can pushed the spirit students for study . 
 
 
Another motivation can make student focus. So the teacher can teaching lesson with 
easily. We know the teacher’s means to give motivation to the student in learning 
process, especially in English learning.  The teacher want to make student enjoy 
when they learning.  
3) The benefits teacher’s motivate for students in English learning 
          The researcher made the general opinion of in the utterances  used by teacher 
to motivate student at MTsN 1 Gondangrejo.  This opinion used to answers the 
question in third problems . The details of discussions are discussed as follows: 
          The result of the analysis showing that it is found the benefits motivation for 
student in English learning. The Motivation has more benefits to student. We 
understand that motivation is a way to increase student achievement.  Others motive 
also can make the student’s character became better.  The teacher have to  always 
give motivation to student in teaching learning process, so that intention of study 
can be existed. 
  
 
 
CHAPTER V 
         CONCLUSION  AND SUGGESTION 
 
C. The Conclusion 
Considering the result data of this research. Based on the research 
finding and the discussion, the researcher finds that there are some 
conclusion and effect from utterance used by the teacher to motivate the 
students. Based on the discussion we can know that teacher’s motivation 
was found in the exploration, elaboration, and confirmation. There is one 
motivation in the teacher’s exploration activity, seven motivations in the 
teacher’s elaboration activity, and two motivations in the teacher’s 
confirmation activity. The means of the teacher utterances is to give a 
motivation to the student. Motivation can improve spirit of student in 
learning activity. Motivation also can increase the student’s creativity. 
Another, motivation can increase the student ability and can change the 
students minded to be better that before student thinking that English 
learning is very bored, but after they know student can fell confidence 
and enjoy in learning activity.  
Based on the research, the researcher finds that there are some 
benefit motivations. Encourage the emergence of behavior needs, 
motivation serves as guide, motivation server as driver. Motivation can 
change student that before do not want learning to be want to study. 
Motivation also can change the attitude student, they can determining 
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what actions should be done that support in order to achieve the goal , 
with the deleted something that not use for the target.  
In this result, we can know that utterance motivation is very 
important in the learning process. The student needs motivation in every 
learning activity. The student always interest and give good response 
when the teacher give the utterance motivation in teaching learning 
process.  Researcher concludes that teacher’s utterance motivation is very 
usefully on student’s spirit. Another the teacher’s utterance can 
influences on students respond the teaching process. 
 
D. Suggestion 
By considering the result of the research, some suggestion, are 
pointed to:  
1. Teacher 
Motivation is one of important component teaching activity: 
Teacher must give motivation in every teaching because without 
motivation, the students has not spirit . the teacher’s motivation do 
not always give material, but also can also in form attention, 
affection, and also real story about good people before.  
2. Students 
The result of this research can be information to the student and 
reflection that as student must always esteeming to the teacher. the 
students also have to  give respect and attention about what the 
teacher explanation in the teaching learning activity. The student 
 
 
can’t only waiting the items from the teacher, however also have to 
search the another items to increase creative and their ability. 
3. Reader  
This research made to give information to reader about what is 
advantages and benefits motivation for study. Maybe, the reader as 
student or has a dream to be the teacher. so the reader can know that 
motivation is very important in the teaching learning activity. If the 
reader to be real teacher, you will be a good teacher. 
4. Others researcher 
The research can be used as a base further researches, 
particulary, corcerning with pragmatics. The result of the research 
however is still too simple. Other researchers can conduct researches 
of similar topics viewed from other points of view to get more 
accurate analysis. 
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